T.E. PROMOTIONS, INC.
“KING OF THE DERBIES”
PH. 812-621-0259 OR 812-871-7728
PREPERATION OF GUT-N-GO MINI CARS
1. Any-stock 2 wheel drive, front or rear wheel drive, no all wheel drive cars. 108” wheel base unibody car. No pacers, no leaf spring cars.
2. Four cylinder or six cylinder engines only.
3. Weld anywhere besides bumpers and doors will cause disqualification. This will be strictly
enforced. Doors can be welded with 4-6inch long straps, cannot be welded solid. Bumpers can
have straps added, but cannot intrude inside frame. Trunk lids can be welded in 4 spots but
must have a 8 in hole in trunk lid. If trunk is wired, it does not have to have a hole.
4. If gas tank is in front of rear axle, it may remain in stock position. If gas tank must be moved, 5
gallon tanks are recommended. Must be covered with gas tank protector, or fire blanket if
inside car. No more than 5 gallon gas in any tank.
5. Door plate on drivers side door. Can be placed on outside or inside of door.
6. All glass and trim mut be removed. No glass inside car.
7. Hoods must have 12 inch hole above carburetor or fuel injection to put out fire. Hoods can be
fastened in 6 spots with wire or chains, nothing in front of radiator. If hood hinges are used as
fastener they are considered 2 of the 6 spots.
8. Rollover bar can be used, but not attached to the frame. Bar can run behind seat for support.
9. Must have some sort of bar in windshield to keep hood from entering car. Wire, chains, cable or
welded bar is ok.
10. Tires can be 4 ply D.O.T. only.
11. Drivers door must be painted white or if white car must be outlined.
12. Two batteries are allowed. Must be mounted in passenger floor or seat. Batteries must have
fire cover or floor mat to prevent sparks from leave battery area.
13. Electric pumps are allowed, must have kill switch for fuel pump to shut on and off.
14. Doors can be wired or chained shut, does not have to be welded.
Any other rules that you may have will be gone over at inspection. Inspectors decisions will be final!

